Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2014
GARGETT STATE SCHOOL received $5000

Our full 2014 agreement can be found here:

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2014, we have focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students. After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we are on track to meet or exceed our targeted student outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student succeeds.

Strategies implemented include:

+ Monitor and review student performance each term in Week 5 - this has been successful; we are also working in conjunction with our LST who also assists with assessment

+ Identify students reading below bench mark and provide intensive reading programs - Positive incentive has assisted both the classroom and family support

+ Continue before school reading for all students - this has been a positive initiative to assist with student reading, growth in confidence and increase of reading levels are also evident

+ Purchase additional teacher aide time for two hours a week to assist Year 2-7 students – Hours implemented and results seen

+ Enlist the help of volunteers to assist with writing for children in Years 3-7 - Successful volunteer timetable & results improved when used to assist students with their writing.

+ Complete weekly data grabs on children’s learning. Revise and reteach areas where gaps are still evident - successful data gathering, data profile being created & established